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Mars 2020 Rover Program

• NASA JPL Mars 2020 program will robotically explore red 
planet’s surface for 1 year

• Builds on success of Mars Science Laboratory’s Curiosity 
Rover to minimize program risk
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• Objectives

– Habitability

– Biosignatures

– Characterize for possible 
human expedition

– Adaptive caching of 
surface samples



Background

• NASA JPL Mars 2020 Sampling and Caching System Team 
conducted numerous test series to characterize coring drill

• Operationally, cores extracted on 2020 mission and 
collected on a future mission
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• Cores will vary across 
many rock types and 
environment factors

• Numerous hardware 
design and method 
choices to optimize 
core extract



Response Variables

• Best core has a few number of larger pieces—maximize volume

• Measurable responses
– Core quality

• Core number of pieces to pass through sieves of 2, 5, 10 and >10 mm

• Core mass passing through sieves of 2, 5, 10 and >10 mm

• Core volume by length; core volume by mass

– Drilling Performance
• Avg cycle sideload

• Avg cycle percussion current 

• Avg drilling torque

• Avg percussion power

• Avg rate of penetration

– Extraction
• Tube extraction peak force

• Failed tube extraction

• Powder

• Mushrooming
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Factors and Covariates

• Scores of variables collected during test

• Example control factors
– Drill start percussion level

– Drill start cycle weight on bit

– Spindle speed

– Rock type

– Bit Serial Number

– Fixture Version

– Test Pressure

– Stabilizers

– Percussion

– Rock Wedge Angle

– Sample Tube #

– Hole start
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• Example covariates
– Humidity

– Temperature

– Drilling torque

– Rock surface angle

– Bit wear

– Sideloads

– Rock density and 
variability

– Operators

– Software version

– Bit tooth rake angle



Design of Experiments

• Tests conducted in series
– Environmental developmental testing (EDT)

– Ambient Robotic Coring (ARC)

– Percussion efficacy and comminution (PEC)

– Rescue chamber testbed (RCTB)

• Experiments were run from JMP DOE designs
– Custom Designs

– Definitive Screening Designs

– Classical Designs

• Realistic tests
– Not all test points actually occurred

– Some factor levels not changed

– Inputs not always possible to set exactly at low, medium, and high 

– Outliers and missing data 6



Visualization and Statistical 
Analysis Workflow
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Prepare Data

Clean Data

Dynamically 
Explore All 
Test Data

Form and 
Evaluate Test 

Series 

Screen for 
Active 

Variables

Conduct 
Modeling and 

Diagnostics

• Assign and group response variables and factors
• Create formulas and transformations
• Recode variable levels and misspellings

• Find and impute missing values
• Detect and accommodate outliers

• Explore dynamically linked histograms and graphs
• Create bivariate graphs of responses versus factors and covariates
• Evaluate multivariate scatterplots, pairwise correlations, and colormaps

• Subset by test series
• Evaluate designs for power and variance profiles
• Graph factor space for holes and errors

• Screen using new methods (boosted trees etc)
• Form model with interactive stepwise 

• Regression and logistic regression
• Conduct model diagnostics
• Look for other insights with 

conditional partitioning



Data Preparation

• Organizing Data
– 275 variables-essential to group responses (core quality and drill 

performance), factors, and covariates

– Can sort alphabetically to quickly locate variables

– Select columns to “Label” on tool tip when have graphical displays
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• Formulas
– Volume from mass/density 

conversions

– Density as a function of rock type

– Assigning tests to series

Tool tip



Data Cleaning

• Missing Values
– If keep missing, then your model will ignore that (expensive) test point

– Easy to find with JMP Tables>Missing Data Pattern

– Impute by graphical inspection to balance a Definitive Screening Design
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• Holes in the design
– Some are disallowed combinations (CRG 

rock with Percussion=0)

– RockWedgeAngle had 3 missing values that 
should be 0

– DrilCycleWOB had on missing value that 
should be 40

• Missing value utility in JMP
– Show patterns and imputation options



Data Cleaning

• Outliers
– Can wreak havoc on analysis, but may be valid and very interesting points

– Recording errors, unit errors (e.g. Mars Climate Orbiter), positive vs negative

• Detection
– Some are easy to find, others like multivariate and regression are more difficult

– Graphically in Distribution with histograms, box plots, and percentiles

– Model utility Explore Outliers for quantile range, multivariate, and robust

• What to do?
– First consult SME—keep it, delete it, or change to reasonable value,
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Dynamic Exploration of All Test Data

• Distribution Analysis
– Select all responses and factors, highlight levels of a response of interest to see 

corresponding factor settings 

– Example: Some factor settings when there were high values of Core 10mm pieces 
and above
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Dynamic Data Exploration

• Bivariate plots with column switcher and local data filter
– Edit labels for tool tip, select special interest tests to mark, color by column

– Cycle through scatterplot of every response versus every factors

– Add smoother to help see trends

– Filter by test series
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• Multivariate scatterplot matrix/color map and local data filter
– Quickly identify pairwise correlated variables
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Dynamic Data Exploration



• This demonstration 
illustrates rapid 
analytics using several 
methods on multiple 
responses and factors

Dynamic Data Analysis



Form and Evaluate Individual Test Series

• Quickly subset the specific runs from a DOE series
– Mainly ARC, PEC, EDT, RCBT by rock hardness W, M, H

– Mushroom, low spindle power, tube jamming

• Multiple analytic pathways
– Use results from initial look when local data filter selected DOE of interest

– Pay attention to correlation of factors—unintended multicollinearity and 
aliasing

– Most continuous factors at 3 levels=>response surface fit possible

– Limited runs in Definitive Screening Designs and Custom Designs
• Stepwise regression

• Column contributions from Boosted trees

• Screening platform

• SME input to filter factors, quadratics, and interactions

• “Final” model may not be so final when consider the covariates

• Need efficient way to analyze multiple responses
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• 22 runs, 1 run missing most responses, 7 Factors
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Example: Environmental Developmental Test
Medium Rock Hardness



• Model investigation and diagnostics (e.g. residuals, Cook’s…)

Environmental Developmental Test
Medium Rock Hardness



• Further insight through interactive Classification and Regression 
Trees (JMP Partition Platform)

• Conditional local models provide additional insight

Environmental Developmental Test
Medium Rock Hardness

Mars Earth



Categorical Response
Partition—Failed Tube Extraction

• Conditional partitioning quickly isolates disproportionate failures 
for high percussion with BTI and USB rocks—especially at Mars 
pressure
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• This demonstration 
illustrates rapid 
analytics using 
several modeling 
methods with 
multiple responses

Analysis By Test Series



Summary
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• High priority Mars 2020 program is experimenting to accurately 
characterize and optimize coring performance

• Though modest in terms of number of runs with custom and 
definitive screening designs, there are numerous responses, 
factors, and covariates which presents many of the analytic 
challenges we see in “Big Data”

• Methodical approach combines data visualization and statistical 
modeling techniques to quickly prepare and clean data followed 
by interactive exploration to form valid insightful models

• Analysis will inform designs for next series of tests
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Questions?


